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Trend #1

• Also known as lodge and ghost accounts

• Multiple employees can use account

• Common for air transactions

• Generally stored with TMC

56%
of travel programs 
use central travel 
accounts (CTAs)

11%
use single-use 
virtual cards

62%

53%

39%

Why don't more travel programs use

single-use cards?

What are single-use cards?
• “Number” generated for single transaction

• Commonly used for hotels

• Also used by non- corporate cardholders/
contractors

• Can set spend limits for single transactions

 What are CTAs?

Top 3 answers

Concerns about
administration

Concerns about
supplier acceptance

Concerns about
visibility/control

Adoption of virtual cards

will likely increase

32%

45%

of non-users say they are 
unlikely to adopt virtual 

cards in the future

are not sure if they 
will adopt them

Different from virtual cards, 

mobile wallets
allow users to make credit card 
transactions with their smart phone, 
without presenting a plastic card

Is your company's primary 
corporate card compatible 
with mobile wallets?

“ “

22%
33%

45%

Yes
Not Sure

No

would be interested in offering 
mobile wallets to travelers

Most non-users 

28%
interested/
very interested

44%
somewhat interested

n=162

n=76

n=139

n=148

n=100

Travel Payment Goes Virtual

23%
say they are likely 
to adopt them



Trend #2 Ride-sharing Gains Acceptance. 
What Does This Mean for Payment?

Ride-sharing
(e.g.-Uber & Lyft)

Travel policies 
overwhelmingly

89%
of travel programs
allow ride-sharing

10%
of companies do 
not have a policy 
addressing ride-sharing

only 1%
have a policy prohibiting 
ride-sharing

allow ride-
sharing...

Home-sharing
(e.g.-Airbnb & HomeAway)

Yet ride-sharing largely has not 
moved to a “managed” environment

18%
of travel programs allow 
ride-sharing and have a formal 
relationship with a vendor (e.g. 
Uber for Business or Lyft for 
Business)

However,
this will likely change soon.
Of those that don't have formal relationships...

say they are likely 
to have formal 
relationships in 
the future

42% say they are 
unlikely to 
have formal 
relationships in 
the future

37%

n=146

n=146 n=117

But as ride-sharing moves to 
a "managed" environment, will 
travelers use their personal cards 
even less?

So far, not much.

What does this
mean for payment?

Which payment solutions do your 
travelers commonly use for...?

“ “

Ride-sharing

Taxis

corporate cards personal credit/
debit card or cash

88%

89%

41%

46%

n=145

n=150

of travel policies allow 
home-shares

One quarter

do not have a policy 
addressing home-shares

18%

of travel programs 
do not allow 
home-shares

56%

of travel programs 
allow home-shares

26%

n=146



16%

Trend #3 Are Visibility and Control on the Rise?
It Depends....

visibility and control
Do travel programs have 

after booking?

of travel managers indicate 
their program has a 
very good ability to prevent 
various out-of-policy 
expenses from occurring, 
rating this ability at least an 
8 on a 10-point scale

Roughly half
of travel managers indicate
their program has a very 
good ability to identify 
out-of-policy expenses 
that have already occurred, 
rating this ability at least an 
8 on a 10-point scale

Roughly 2/3rds

On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you 
rate your company’s ability to...?

“ “
Prevent out-of- 
policy expenses  
from occurring

-% rated 8-10 (very good)

Identify out-of-policy 
expenses that have 
already occurred
-% rated 8-10 (very good)

51%

55%

53%

50%

65%

67%

68%

62%

Restrictions on car 
rental upgrades or 
ancillary purchases 

n=102-112

Restrictions on 
airline upgrades or 
ancillary purchases 

n=116-123

Restrictions on 
hotel upgrades or

ancillary purchases 
n=107-116

Restrictions on 
using company 

money for social 
activities 
n=101-107

of travel programs reconcile actual 
expenses with booking data

Only 54%

During the expense 
reconciliation process, do 
travel programs...?

“ “

79%

Search expense 
reimbursement 

requests to identify 
out-of-policy

travel expenses
n=136

54%

Reconcile 
expenses with 
booking data 

n=135

Out-of-policy
expenses are often 
reimbursed...
How do organizations handle 
out-of-policy expenses after 
they occur?

Travelers get 
reimbursed if
within budget

10%

Travelers get 
reimbursed up to a 
specified amount

18%
Travelers get 
reimbursed
even if they 
exceed budget

49%
The traveler is 
responsible for out-
of-policy expenses

78%
Manager approval is 
required before travelers 
are reimbursed

Travel programs should use 
expense data to inform policy

What does your organization 
do with expense data?
Please select all that apply.

“ “

Budget planning

Find opportunities
for cost savings

Understand the 
organization's 

travel behavior

Adjust company 
travel policy 

 as needed

92%

80%

71%

55% n=128



Trend #4 Has the Expense Reporting Process
Changed for Travelers? Not So Fast...

expense mangement apps-
Most travel programs offer

but do travelers use them?

$

68%
of travel programs offer a mobile 
expense management app

n=142

offer an app...
Of those who

$$

61%
estimate that at least one-quarter 
of their travelers use the app

n=80

30%

n=80

*Among respondents who were able to 
estimate what their adoption was

*

Are receipts a thing of the past?
Not yet, but...

15%
of Travel Managers would 
reconsider the need for 
receipts and expense reporting 
if expenses were preauthorized 
and payment was restricted to 
a pre-set list of merchants

46%
would not 
reconsider it

39%
are not sure

n=127 

estimate that more than half 
of their travelers use the app



Trend #5 “Gamification” struggles to gain traction

New technologies
give companies the ability to reward business travelers for cost-effective 
behavior. However, these are not widespread or widely used.

6%
of companies have the
ability to reward 
travelers for saving costs 
on business trips

n=139

25%
would consider rewarding
travelers if there 
was minimal or no 
administration involved

42%
would not consider it

33%
are not sure

n=129
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Methodology
An online survey was conducted of 139 Travel Managers 
who are based in the United States.

The survey fielded between January 17, 2018 and February 
1, 2018.

The survey was sent via email to 1,667 travel professionals 
who are members of GBTA. One hundred and ninety 
completed at least one question in the survey, for a 
response rate of 11%.

Of these respondents, 163 qualified because they were:

1. a Travel Manager/Buyer or Procurement Officer 
and

2. had at least some input “when it comes to making 
decisions about payment solutions providers and 
policies.” 

Of those who qualified, 139 completed the entire survey.

About GBTA
The Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) is the world’s largest 
professional association representing the $1.4 trillion business travel 
industry. Our global membership includes 9,000-plus business 
travel professionals from every continent. Collectively, our members 
directly control more than $345 billion of global business travel and 
meetings expenditures annually, and also represent every facet of 
the global travel industry marketplace.

About AirPlus
AirPlus is a leading international provider of payment solutions 
for the day-to-day management of business travel. More than 
51,000 corporate clients in over 60 countries count on AirPlus for 
the payment and analysis of their business trip costs. Products 
and services such as central bill accounts, single-use virtual cards, 
corporate cards and online management tools are marketed 
worldwide under the AirPlus International brand. AirPlus, the 
leading issuer of UATP worldwide, is travel agency neutral. For 
more information, please visit www.airplus.com/us/en.


